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WELCOME TO THE MOVEMENT

Making sustainability fun and accessible

#ChangeMadeEasy

EDIBLE CUPS ECO PLATES + BOWLS EDIBLE STIRRERSFAMOUS PASTA STRAWS
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STROODLES ECO-TABLEWARE

Single use? No problem!

As long as it’s Stroodles.

We want to inspire the world and show how easy it is to do good, one Stroodle at a time.

With Stroodles, you don’t have to change behaviours or compromise on experience. 
By Stroodling your food & drink, you can do good for our planet, the easy way. 

#ChangeMadeEasy 

So, you’re looking to become more sustainable? Stroodles is the answer. 
Join the Stroodles movement and let’s say ‘pasta la vista’ to plastic waste! 
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SO, WHY STROODLES?

“We know the plastic problem is out of hand, yet the 
awareness is at an all time high. What we need now is 
practical, convenient, solutions that replace the plastic 

in our lives without disrupting our lifestyles. It’s this 
simple mission, to change the ordinary, that’s birthed 

Stroodles.” 

- Maxim, Chief Stroodle

87% of Gen Zers are worried for the 
environment and the planet

90% also believe companies must drive 
action on social and environmental issues.

The world produces 381 million tonnes in plastic waste yearly – this 
is set to double by 2034.

50% of this is single-use plastic & only 9% has ever been recycled.

88% of the sea’s surface is polluted by plastic waste.

Strong momentum with rising demand for
plastic swaps
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THE STROODLES BRAND

Stroodles is determined to offer actionable solutions to reduce marine pollution! 

With our product range, we aim to spread awareness, educate and create

lasting impact through becoming a household brand!

CATCHY NAME 
& A FRIENDLY 

MASCOT

BELIEVABLE 
MISSION

RELATABLE & FUN 
TONE OF VOICE

BOLD DESIGN FUN PRODUCTS

Stroodles makes sustainability fun & accessible

PASTA STRAWS | EDIBLE SPOONS | EDIBLE CUPS | ECO PLATES & BOWLS | EDIBLE STIRRERS
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Stroodles products are good for the environment, 
helping to rid the world of single-use plastics. The 
range is 100% biodegradable and some even edible.

Stroodles provide a talking point and a fun factor 
that our consumers love to share. They look good and 
do good, making them a social media favourite, and 
spark conversation to lock in an impulse buy.

PerceptionExperience

Simplicity Leading change

We don’t compromise on the experience and quality 
of using traditional tableware. Our range is sturdy and 
comfortable to use. No soggy straws and no floppy 
plates.

We give you the opportunity to align to an eco-
conscious brand and showcase your brand values.
Stroodles products are a seal of approval and can 
show off your commitment to sustainability.

There’s no need to change behaviours for brands or 
consumers. Continue to finish your serves with straws 
and spoons and use disposable cups, as long as 
they’re Stroodles.

Stroodles is a visual example of what your company 
is really doing to take sustainable steps, presenting 
your brand as a leader for change. If you serve 
Stroodles, why not stock Stroodles too?

!"#$$%&'()*()+$"),-(").)/$01.+2333

St ro o d l e s  i s  a  m o v e m e n t!
We are determined to make real change by inspiring people, and show them
how easy it is to do good, one edible straw / spoon / cup / plate / stirrer at a time.
All products are selected under the following premise:
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Leverage Stroodles marketing opportunities 
and encourage your customers to embrace the 
Stroodles movement through some eye-catching 
POS materials and many other tools!

By Stroodling, you become part of the family and earn Mr 
Stroodles’ stamp of approval, recognising your sustainability 
efforts and eco-commitment. Wear the badge with pride, and 
leverage Stroodles impactful brand recognition at your venue to 
draw in customers.
 
Not only this, Stroodles’ bright, bold, and graphic POS is eye-
catching and sparks conversation and good feeling among 
consumers. Better yet, the Mr Stroodles mascot is customisable 
– dress him up with a look that represents your brand and let’s 
bring our businesses together.
 
Lead the change and confidently position yourself ahead of many 
competitors in your eco-conscious efforts. 

LEAD THE CHANGE

Show off your sustainability 
commitment and spark conversation 
by showcasing you are Mr.Stroodles 

approved on your menu

Customise your Mr.Stroodles 
character to fit your brand and 

become your ‘sustainability 
spokesperson.’

Get your Sustainability badge* and 
show your customers that you care 

and are leading the change!

Showcase your Stroodles in a 
branded bar caddie. Yellow, bright 
and bold - get your guests talking!

Don’t just serve Stroodles, stock 
them too! Become a Stroodles 

reseller. 

 *Enquire for your Stroodles badge 

WE’RE STROODLING

YOUR BRAND HERE
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AMPLIFICATION

Thanks for joining the movement. For stockists of our Stroodles products, we can help drive 

sales with digital marketing and on site activations.

Using our famous pasta straw’s network of >13k Stroodlers and our 
carefully selected influencer partnerships, we can increase traffic to your 
business. 

We also have a dedicated field team of Stroodles ambassadors that 
can help plan and run pop up activations, collaborations and any other 
stroodling activities to drive footfall and showcase that you are leading  
the change.

8 
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HELP STROODLES #MAKEASPLASH

#MakeASplash campaign is an opportunity to engage consumers and demonstrate the care your 

business has for the ocean and the planet. Connect with customers on an emotional level to 

encourage loyalty, and save the turtles while you do it – that’s a movement we’d want to join!

We’re proud to be supporting Clean Ocean Sailing, a non-profit 
organisation dedicated to getting plastic out of the ocean in a carbon-
negative way. We’re helping COS #MakeASplash in the fight against 
ocean plastic.
 
By Stroodling at your venue, you’re supporting the #MakeASplash 
campaign, as well as being able to utilise our engaging social 
assets and campaign CTAs on your own digital channels to spark 
conversation and interest among your customers.

Encourage your customers to:
• Share a shot of them making a splash with a Stroodle in their drink 

at your location
• Take part in our far-reaching sail design competition
• Share images of the UK coastline and what it means to them 

(perfect for a venue with a sea view!)
• Get inspired and take part in beach cleans across the UK.
 
Discover more at stroodles.co.uk/makeasplash

9 
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MAKING WAVES IN THE PRESS

By stocking Stroodles and using us with your customers, you are associating yourself with a 

renowned leader in eco-tableware. The Stroodles brand gives you huge PR opportunities as part of a 

global viral trend featured in global publications and partnering with international companies.

‘McDonald’s paper straws 

problem could be solved 

with pasta’

- METRO

PASTA STRAWS | EDIBLE SPOONS | EDIBLE CUPS | ECO PLATES & BOWLS | EDIBLE STIRRERS
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CUSTOMERS & PARTNERS

Meet our clients, partners and happy Stroodlers around the 

world! 100+ on-trade customers, 20+ partners and 100+ 

global stockists ranging from corner stores to supermarkets.

STROODLING ALL 
OVER THE WORLD

PASTA STRAWS | EDIBLE SPOONS | EDIBLE CUPS | ECO PLATES & BOWLS | EDIBLE STIRRERS
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FAMOUS PASTA STRAWS

EDIBLE SPOONS

EDIBLE CUPS

ECO PLATES & BOWLS

EDIBLE STIRRERS

 

OUR PRODUCTS
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100% BIODEGRADABLE | 1 HOUR USE TIME
FLAVOURLESS | EDIBLE | VEGAN

FAMOUS  
PASTA STRAWS
As consumers want more sustainable choices, 
forget plastic and soggy paper straws - Stroodles 
are the answer. 

Our pasta straws are made from 2 natural ingredients: semolina 
wheat and water.

They are 100% biodegradable, vegan and edible - even if they 
end up in the ocean, they become a great appetiser for sea life!

Stroodles are tough, lasting for over one hour in cold drinks and 
the flavourless formula won’t change the taste of your drink.

Stroodles are a big talking point, sure to ‘steal the show’ from 
drinks, perfect for social events, business lunches and meeting 
people.

For you? They’re an elegant way to demonstrate your eco-
credentials and inspire your customers to make small sustainable 
changes, one Stroodle at a time.
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PASTA STRAWS

 › LENGTH: 20CM*

 › DIAMETER: 7.8MM

 › COLOR: NATURALLY GOLDEN

 › INGREDIENTS: WATER & DURUM WHEAT SEMOLINA

 › UNIT SIZE: 750 STROODLES STRAWS PER BOX

 › SKU: 20-STROODLES-STRAWS-750

 › SHELF LIFE: 2 YEARS

 › STORAGE: STORE IN A COOL AND DRY PLACE

 › ORIGIN: ITALY

100% BIODEGRADABLE 
1HR+ USE TIME | FLAVOURLESS  
EDIBLE | VEGAN

14 * Can be cut down to size, if required

Also available in retail packs of 40 straws
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CUST0MISATION & GIFTING
GIVE THE GIFT OF SUSTAINABILITY.

Stroodles are a unique and quirky gift idea. They are guaranteed to spark conversation, and 
will definitely be a gift that will put a smile on peoples’ faces, and be remembered.

Perfect for cocktail boxes, hampers, in party bags or as corporate gifts.

Packaging can be customised for seasons / special occasions. Stroodles 
packs are perfect to reward, engage and thank employees, customers, 
suppliers, sponsors, members or supporters.

Stroodles deliver a memorable experience and are a fun way to 
communicate your sustainability commitment.  

Supporting flyer, pack copy and card all customisable. 

P A S T A  S T R A WS

4 drinking straws made from
durum wheat semolina pasta

Ingredients: Durum Wheat Semolina, 
W ater
Allergy Advice: For allergens includin
cereals containing gluten see 
ingredients in bold. May contain trace
of egg and soybeans.
Nutrition Information. Typical values per 
100g: Energy 346kcal, Fat 1.5g (of 
which saturates 0.3g) Carbohydrate 
70.2g (of which sugars 3.4g), Fibre 2.9g, 
Protein13g, Salt 0.008g
To cook: Add to large pan of slight
salted boiling water, return to the boil, 
cook for 12-14 min to taste
Caution: Not suitable for children under
3 years old. Uncooked and used as a 
straw, the product may pose a choking 
hazard.
Store in a cool, dry place, Best Before 
28/10/2021 Lot: L8301
Stroodles Ltd, 85 Great Portland street,

1st Floor, London, W1W 7LT
ww w.stroodles.co.uk

Become a Stroodles 
Reseller & Ambassador: 
Stroodles are available

in eye-catching Retail Packs of 40

Showcase your Stroodles
in a branded bar caddie.
Yellow, bright and bold - 
Get your guests talking!

Customise your 
Mr. Stroodles Character

to fit your brand and become your
”Sustainability-Spokesperson”

STROODLING & MORE...O O

Lead the change, leverage stroodling marketing opportunities and
encourage yourcustomers to embrace the Stroodles Movement

through some eye-catching POS Materials!

YOUR BRAND HERE

customise

customise



PLASTIC PAPER STEEL
Consumer 
- Experience

- Accessibility
- Durability
- Versatility

- Fun / Shareable

Planet
- Biodegradable

- Compostable 
- Ocean-safe

- £

Can adjust length and be eaten

A fun, sustainably innovative alternative

A nice appetiser for the fish!

1 hour use time

Poses physical risk

Although impractical to carryAlthough bad for environment

£ ££ ££££ £££

Soggy, consumer boycott

PASTA STRAWS
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100% BIODEGRADABLE | 1 HOUR USE TIME* 
EDIBLE | VEGAN

Every year, billions of units of plastic cutlery 
are discarded around the world. But what’s the 
alternative?

Our edible spoons are made from excess flours from food 
production, that would otherwise go to waste.

They are 100% biodegradable. But, better than that, our spoons 
come in a range of sizes and flavours to complement sweet 
and savoury catering. Our edible spoons are vegan and won’t 
compromise the flavour of your dish until you decide to take a 
bite.

Stroodles spoons hold their integrity for up to one hour.

Our spoons big talking point, adding a ‘little something extra’ to 
your delicious serve.

For you? They’re an elegant way to demonstrate your eco-
credentials and leave a memorable experience of stroodling that 
ice cream or dessert.

EDIBLE SPOONS

*last up to 1hr with cold food (ice cream, dessert), 14cm spoons last up to 30mins with 
warm meals. Manufactured in collaboration
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EDIBLE SPOONS

6.8cm
Choc

Cocoa Shells, Sweeteners,
Rice Flour, Corn Flour

ca. 450**

STR-21-ICE-COC

Up to 11 months

LENGTH

FLAVOUR

INGREDIENTS

UNIT SIZE

SKU

SHELF LIFE

G
LU

TE
N

 F
R

EE

8.7cm
Oat

Sweetener, Corn, Flour, 
Rice Flour, Rye Flour

Ca. 325**

STR-21-DES-OAT

Up to 11 months

7cm
Oat

Raw Cane Sugar, 29% Ground 
oat shells, rice flour, corn flour

ca. 450**

STR-21-ICE-OAT

Up to 11 months

14cm 
Classic, Cacao, Pepper, Masala

Flour Mix (Wheat, Millet, Oat Flour, 
Rice, Barley, Chickpea) Water

300

STR-21-REG-CL/CO/PE/MA

Up to 14 months

100% BIODEGRADABLE | 1 HOUR USE TIME* | EDIBLE | VEGAN

14cm spoons are also available in retail packs

18 *last up to 1hr with cold food (ice cream, dessert), 14cm spoons last up to 30mins with warm meals, ** tolerance of ±10%. Manufactured in collaboration.



 

EDIBLE SPOONS

A TRUE ALTERNATIVE 

Wooden spoons

Very stable

Rough surface; unpleasant 
mouth feel

Yes

No spoon bowl

Compostable

Purely functional

Medium

MEDIUM

SURFACE & MOUTH FEEL

ALTERATION OF TASTE

SHAPE

COMPOSTABILITY

ADDED VALUE

PRICE

PLA/bio plastic

Stable

Smooth surface

No

Average spoon bowl

Not compostable

Purely functional

Low

Paper spoons

Insufficient stability  
after some time

Unpleasant mouth feel

Yes

No spoon bowl

Compostable

Expensive

 

Stable

Smooth surface; 
pleasant mouth feel

No

Average spoon bowl

Edible / compostable

Edible / special experience

Medium

19 
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100% BIODEGRADABLE | 40 MIN USE TIME 
FLAVOURLESS | EDIBLE | VEGAN

Stroodles cups are a big talking point, especially 
if you top your desert off with our edilble spoons!

Our edible wafer cups are available in 2 sizes - 110ml and 
220ml - and made from natural grains, making them totally 
biodegradable.

When you’ve finished your drink, soak it up with a delicious wafer 
snack. Our cups are 100% edible and vegan.

They’re suitable for hot and cold drinks, remaining intact for up 
to 40 minutes. They won’t crumble and won’t affect the flavour 
of your beverage.

Our edible cups are customisable, great for desserts and 
cocktails. and in combination with Stroodles edible spoons.

Ingredients: Water, oat bran, wheat flour, sugars

EDIBLE CUPS

20 
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EDIBLE CUPS

 › VOLUME: 110ml and 220ml

 › INGREDIENTS: All natural ingredients, mainly 
cereals

 › WEIGHT: 14g and 26g

 › HEAT RESISTANCE: 85°C

 › HEAT TRANSFER: No transfer of heat

 › TASTE: Doesn’t change taste of drink

 › HOLDER: Recyclable holder customisable on 
request

100% BIODEGRADABLE | 
40MIN+ STRONG | FLAVOURLESS 
EDIBLE | VEGAN

Shelf life: 9 months, manufactured in collaboration 21 
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ECO PLATES  
& BOWLS
We’ve all struggled with keeping our lunch on a 
floppy plastic plate, and expanded polystyrene 
won’t biodegrade. Introducing Stroodles plates & 
bowls.

We stock two types, eco plates & bowls and edible bowls & 
saucers.

Our range of larger sized eco plates and bowls are made from 
100% wheat bran and are also 100% biodegradable.

Our new, edible and crisp wheat bowls come in various sizes: 
catering bowl, saucer and canape to perfectly fit into the palm of 
the hand. They taste like Ryvita and are available as a sweet and 
savoury version.

Our plates and bowls remain intact for the duration of your whole 
meal.

Stroodles won’t upset the flavour of your food, but make a great 
snack when you’re finished - they’re edible and vegan.

Snack your plate after stroodling your snack!
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WHEAT BRAN ECO PLATES & BOWLS

100% BIODEGRADABLE | COMPOSTABLE IN 30 DAYS | EDIBLE | VEGAN

Shelf life: 30 months, manufactured in collaboration

All products are also available in retail packs of 10 pcs

Plates 
 16cm 24cm
 20cm 28cm

28cm -50pcs
16/20/24cm - 100pcs

STR-PLATE16/20/24/28

DIAMETER

UNIT SIZE

SKU

Oval bowl
24x16cm

100pcs

STR-OVALBOWL24

Round bowl
20cm

100pcs

STR-BOWL20

23 
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EDIBLE BOWLS & SAUCERS

100% BIODEGRADABLE | EDIBLE | UP TO 1.5 HOURS USE TIME | VEGAN

24 

TASTES LIKE 
RYVITA!NEW

PRODUCT
Our new edible bowls & saucers are 100% biodegradable, holds hot and cold liquid for up to 1.5 hours, they’re Halal certified, 

GMO-Free and all with a high nutritional value.

Bowl 
300ml

SAVOURY / SWEET

360 / 288

21-BOWL-SAV-300
21-BOWL-SWEET

Perfect size to hold in the  
palm of your hand. Can hold 

any food even hot soup

SIZE

FLAVOUR

UNIT SIZE

SKU

Canape
50ml

SAVOURY / SWEET

1080 / 810

21-CANAPE-SAV-50 
21-CANAPE-SWEET

Perfect for canapes  
sweet or savory

Saucer
150ml

SAVOURY / SWEET

720 / 540

21-SAUCER-SAV-150
21-SAUCER-SWEET

Bake quiches or tarts in  
them or use to serve mini 

mezze platters
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EDIBLE STIRRERS

Stir with a clear conscience with our Stroodles 
edible stirrers.

Stroodles edible stirrers are gluten free, vegan and goes perfectly 
with coffee. 

Plastic stirrers are discarded after 1 stir and ends up in the sea 
as waste, edible eco stirrers offer a sustainable soliution.

Our cocoa flavoured stirrers consist of sustainable, raw materials 
so you can now stir first, then snack! 

 › FLAVOUR: COCOA

 › INGREDIENTS: COCOA SHELLS, 
SWEETENERS, RICE FLOUR, CORN FLOUR

 › LENGTH: 11.5CM

 › STIRRERS PER BOX: APPROX. 600*

GLUTEN FREE | EDIBLE | VEGAN 

25 Shelf life: 9 months. *Quantity may vary +/- 10%.
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SKU  
20-stroodles-900

STR-21-ICE-OAT
STR-21-ICE-COC
STR-21-DESSERT-OAT
STR-21-REG-CL
STR-21-REG-CO
STR-21-REG-PE
STR-21-REG-MA

T28-50
T24-100
T20-100
T16-100
M20-100
P24-100
21-BOWL-SAV-300
21-BOWL-SWEET
21-SAUCER-SAV-150
21-SAUCER-SWEET 
21-CANAPE-SAV-50 
21-CANAPE-SWEET

Description
20cm Stroodles Straws

6.8cm Gluten-Free Ice Cream Spoons - Choc Flavour
7cm Ice Cream Spoons - Oat Flavour
8.7cm Dessert Spoons - Oat Flavour
14 cm Large Spoons - Classic Flavour
14 cm Large Spoons - Cocoa Flavour
14 cm Large Spoons - Black Pepper Flavour
14 cm Large Spoons - Masala Magic Flavour

28cm Wheat Bran Plates
24cm Wheat Bran Plates
20cm Wheat Bran Plates
16cm Wheat Bran Plates
20cm Wheat Bran Bowl
24cm Wheat Bran Oval Bowl
300ml Bowl Savory
300ml Bowl Sweet
150ml Saucer Savory 
150ml Saucer Sweet
50ml Canape Savory
50ml Canape Sweet

Unit Size
750

450 (±10%)
450 (±10%)
350 (±10%)
300
300
300
300

50
100
100
100
100
100
360 
288 
720 
540 
1080 
810

*from 
production

Shelf Life*
24 months

11 months
11 months
11 months
14 months
14 months
14 months
14 months

30 months
30 months
30 months
30 months
30 months
30 months
15 months 
15 months 
15 months 
15 months 
15 months 
15 months

STRAWS

SPOONS

PLATES + BOWLS

SKU LIST
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SKU  
CUPS-SMALL110
CUPS-LARGE220

STIRRER-CHOC

Description
Small Wafer Cups - 110ml
Large Wafer Cups - 220ml

11.5cm cocoa stirrers, edible, gluten -free

Unit Size
200
240

600 ±10%

*from 
production

Shelf Life*
9 months
9 months

9 months

CUPS

STIRRERS

SKU LIST



FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT
INFO@STROODLES.CO.UK


